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Magellan Framework

We develop a high-level, unified SDC programming
framework which achieves unified control of both
networking (i.e., SDN) and computing (i.e., network
functions) resources, under the highly dynamic environment
of SDC.

Demo Program

We use the following simple SDC program and two coherent
scenarios to demonstrate the functions and benefits of
Magellan unified SDC control with automatic update.

Figure 1: Magellan SDC programming framework.
Key components of the framework:
• Stream attribute: a simple abstraction for modeling crosspacket states extracted by SDC network functions;
• Route algebra: a simple yet powerful abstraction to flexibly
express consistent, advanced routing;
• Live Kleene variable: a unified data model and the
foundation of Magellan, which enables built-in support for
unknown and asynchronous data, as well as semantic
dependency tracking and automatic incremental updates.
• Update algebra: a systematic, theoretical framework
based on abstract algebra, to enable continuous,
nonblocking, fast composition of multiple updates.

Figure 3: A high-level SDC program illustration example
selecting paths for packets based on the global_state
information of packets.

We consider a simple network shown in Figure 2, in which an
SDC state monitor is deployed to monitor the mission state
from the three soldiers. Whenever a soldier reports an alert,
the mission state becomes alert.

Scenario 2

Demo Description

Mission-aware routing:
• Alert state: A can only download data using path A-B-C-D
• Non-alert state: A prefers path A-E-C-D to A-B-C-D for
better bandwidth

SDC State Monitor

Scenario 1

Programming with Live Variables for Automatic Tracking and
Updates Supporting Unified, Asynchronous Programming of
Networking and SDC Network Functions
• Mission-aware routing: Soldiers updates new mission
states, and the program can generate new routes
automatically
• Link failure: A new route will be computed automatically
and the update will be deployed efficiently.
Update Algebra for Fast, non-blocking Update Distribution
• Frequent mission state changes: Updates will be
composed to reduce redundancy.
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Figure 2: A simple network.
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